
2 bedroom Apartment for sale in Hacienda del Alamo Golf Resort, Murcia

Key ready apartments on the Hacienda del Alamo Golf Resort.
Enjoy the experience of living in a Mediterranean town, with its viewpoints, squares, kiosks and houses with 2 and 3
bedrooms. A great place to socialize and enjoy a small talk or drink with friends and family.
Own private Jacuzzi in every apartment, large communal gardens and pools with paddle and tennis courts.
Please note the photos are of a show house and the properties are unfurnished but do include the kitchen white
goods and air conditioning.

The golf course is just a 20 minute drive from Region de Murcia International Airport, 35 minutes from the beaches of
the Mar Menor and 40 minutes from the beaches of Puerto de Mazarron. The cities of Murcia and Cartagena are both
30 minutes away.

Enjoy the comfort and luxury of our 4 star hotel with spa
The Sheraton Hacienda del Alamo Golf Spa Resort is a four star hotel focused on sports and wellness with 154 rooms
and suites, located in the centre of the resort, 38,000 square meters. The complex also has 100, 2 and 3 bedroom
holiday homes, a large wellness centre with Spa and treatment areas, swimming pools, meeting rooms, restaurants,
bars, golf course, paddle tennis courts, tennis courts and football pitches.

For conventions, the hotel has 8 meeting rooms, up to 550m2. In addition, it is an ideal place to organize from small
ceremonies to impressive events. All this makes the Hacienda del Alamo resort a place with endless possibilities for
lovers of golf, nature and relaxation, as well as the perfect setting for business, social and sporting events.

The golf course
The Hacienda del Álamo residential complex runs 40 hectares of land destined to create the longest golf course in
south eastern Spain. The concept that Dave Thomas used for his creation is that of «no limits», that is, he designed the
desired course for every golfer, without restrictions of any kind. Come and enjoy a perfect golf course with an
unbeatable integration with the environment, with a very smooth sinuous route and, at the same time, with its
obstacles to make the game more attractive. Its 6,700 meters of course are designed centimetre by centimetre so you
can enjoy this exciting sport to the fullest. The route is made in about five hours and departures are every ten minutes,
even on a busy day.

The facilities include a practice area with a driving range with 40 stations, practice six holes without going to the golf
course and areas for short hits. In addition, the eight lakes that are distributed along the route give greater visibility to
the landscape.

  View Video Tour   2 bedrooms   2 bathrooms
  117.47m² Build size   Swimming Pool   Air Con
  Balcony   Fitted Wardrobes   Garden
  Gated Community   Golf Resort   Good Motorway Access
  Mains Electric   Mains Water   Parking - Off Road
  Pool - Communal   Pool - Private   Security
  Sports/Play Facilities   White Goods   Window Shutters/Blinds

90,000€
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